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Cotton & Organic Cotton
Natural, renewable, recyclable – cotton has the potential to be
an excellent choice for sustainable apparel. But conventional
cotton’s chemical inputs are enormous relative to other fibers,
meaning its potential is only realized with organic practices.

What is cotton and where is it grown?

Cotton is a natural fiber that grows protectively around the seeds of the cotton plant.
It is primarily sourced from countries with
warm climates, such as India, China, USA and
Brazil. Nearly half of all global textiles are
made of cotton, and it is the most widespread
non-food crop in the world.

What are cotton’s production impacts?

Conventional cotton production is land, water
and chemical intensive. Global cotton production uses nearly 35 million hectares of land –
the equivalent land area of Germany – usually
in the form of large scale monoculture farms.
It takes up to 2700 liters of water to produce
the cotton needed for one t-shirt, and many
cotton regions have strained water supplies.
When it comes to chemical use, conventional cotton production has the highest
impacts of any commonly used fiber. Most
cotton requires extremely high pesticide and
insecticides inputs (18% and 25% of total
global consumption respectively), as well as
fertilizers and other chemicals to keep the
crop productive and costs low. These practices reduce soil quality, contaminate water
sources and present significant health risks to
humans and biodiversity.

Can cotton be recycled at end of life?

When unblended with other fibers (such as
polyester), cotton can be recycled and the
resulting fiber will have much lower environmental impacts than virgin cotton. Sorting
by color can additionally save on impacts
associated with dyeing. But the recycled fiber
is slightly degraded and will therefore usually

be mixed with virgin cotton to increase yarn
strength and improve its quality. Cotton can
also be downcycled (another word for recycled to a lower-value product) as insulation,
filler, mop heads, rags etc.

How much better is Organic Cotton?

While there are many standards in place with
varying criteria, all organic cotton is strictly
non-GMO and must be grown without the
use of synthetic herbicides, pesticides and
fertilizers. As such, it bypasses conventional
cotton production’s greatest relative impact:
chemicals use. Organic cotton also uses far
less fresh water and energy overall (approx.
90 % and 60 % reductions respectively).
On the other hand, organic crops have
lower yields per plant and as such require
more land than conventional crops. Due to
the added diligence and production costs of
organic standards, organic cotton also tends
to be more expensive.

Are there other aspects to keep in mind?

Cotton is also biodegradable, but various
treatments may affect this such as waterproofing or easy care finishes. Treated cotton
fibers can therefore lead to microfiber pollution in marine and land environments.
It is also important to remember that fiber
production only accounts for a fraction of
the impact, whereby yarn and textile formation, dyeing and finishes all contribute to the
material’s overall impact. For this reason,
additional certifications that ensure adequate
chemicals management, climate mitigation,
and biodiversity protection throughout the
product’s production are preferable.

FASTER FORWARD TOGETHER

THE ORGANIC
CONTENT
STANDARD (OCS)

The OCS is a
chain of custody
standard developed
by the non-profit
Textile Exchange.
Essentially, the OCS
works at the farm
level with approved
national certification
authorities to verify
that a final product
contains mostly
organically grown
and harvested
plants.

THE GLOBAL
ORGANIC TEXTILE
STANDARD (GOTS)

As the world’s
leading processing
standard for textiles,
the GOTS ensures
organic textile
production meets
both environmental
and social criteria.
The standard
oversees every step
in the supply chain
from farm to finished
product. All this is
guaranteed to be
done under fair, safe
and transparent
working conditions.

5 years!
In 2022, Suston Magazine
celebrates five successful years.
We presented our pilot issue
at ISPO 2017 and launched
the first summer issue the
same year. Thank you for your
support during these years!

For many of us who have been pushing for
positive change within the outdoor industry,
it is clear: the green train is catching speed.
For several years, we worked with the feeling
of going uphill, very slowly. Always trying to
get more managers, colleagues, and outdoor
enthusiasts to see the importance of being
more sustainable. Investigating problems,
searching for solutions.
These days, we no longer need to convince
as many people of the importance anymore.
But we still need to go from insights to bolder action. Because even though we are moving faster, the challenges that we are facing
are also escalating.
At Suston, we believe that it is important to
be aware of all pitfalls and obstacles – but
even more, we must focus on the positive to
keep the energy and speed up. So many great
sustainability projects and innovations are
going on within the outdoor industry. Companies are searching for and finding new
directions.
To spread such know-how and engagement
is crucial. We hope that you also share our
mission and want to join us on our journey
in 2022!

Gabriel Arthur, Editor-in-chief
gabriel.arthur@norragency.com
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SUSTON MAGAZINE PRINT

DISTRIBUTION

We will produce two issues during 2022, sent by post to 2,000+ outdoor
retailers and sustainability professionals around Europe.

•

Suston Magazine collaborates with organizers like European Outdoor
Group and the magazines will be distributed at major international trade
shows and sustainability events around Europe.

•

70%

increase
website train
ffic
in 2021!

Approx. 2,000 copies by post or e-mail to
selected retailers and key industry players,
1–2 weeks before the international trade shows.
Approx. 2,000 printed copies at international trade shows and
sustainability events around Europe.

SUMMER ISSUE, JUNE 2022
Before and during:
OutDoor by ISPO.
Respond before: April 22, 2022.
Material deadline: May 4, 2022.

SUSTON MAGAZINE ONLINE

Themes
• Recycling that works. On a pilot level, textile recycling has been going on
for years. But how can it be upscaled? We take a look at recycling that has
moved from projects to industrial levels.
• Colaboration with suppliers. For sustainable supply chain management,
brands and suppliers need to work closely together - and they do. Learn
from the industry leaders!

Editorial Website
Our editorial website sustonmagazine.com was relaunched in autumn
2020. Since then, we’ve experienced a dramatic rise in traffic indicating we’re
well on our way to meeting our goal of becoming the main channel for sustainability information and inspiration for the outdoor community.

WINTER ISSUE, NOVEMBER 2022
Before and during:
ISPO Munich.
Respond before: October 3, 2022.
Material deadline: October 17, 2022.
Themes
• Welcome, Hard Goods! It’s taken a while, but hard goods are now taking
significant strides towards sustainability.
• Business with impact. Can the outdoor industry be a force of innovation
and growth that safeguards our planet and advances sustainability? We
look into impactful business cases that actually work.
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Suston’s digital presence has experienced strong growth over the past two
years, and its digital platform now consists of a website sustonmagazine.com,
a monthly newsletter, and Suston’s social media channels.

Our readership averages 4K monthly visitors, with audiences primarily from
the US, Germany, the UK, France, Sweden and Canada.
Suston’s Monthly to VIPs
Each newsletter sends a mix of editorial, news and paid content to 1000+
addresses. Judging by open and click-rates that exceed the industry average,
it has caught the attention of its audience of top management, sustainability
experts and outdoor VIPs.
Social Media
Suston’s SoMe presence has been an important B2B channel for reaching
industry actors via LinkedIn and Twitter. But it is also increasingly reaching
outside the outdoor industry and into the broader outdoor community via
Facebook – now with over 35K monthly impressions.
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SPONSORED CONTENT

FINANCING AND PRICES

Using a journalistic style and effective layout, advertorials are an excellent
method of presenting your sustainability message in a manner that actually
gets read. Your sponsored content can be published both in our printed
edition, as well through our digital channels. Ask for our Advertorials Manual
for more information.

Suston is made possible by the support of our partners, where we
work closely with those at the forefront of the outdoor industry.
We only reach out to a select group of companies, with high standards and ambitions, sharing our mission to create positive change.

Native Advertising
We can help your brand in defining the message and writing the text for
your advertorial in an editorial manner. The partner provides us with images.
Individual pricing based on the amount of work. Get in touch for more
information!

Gold Partner Print & Digital
1 spread page advertorial/ad in 1 magazine issue. Advertorials will be published on Suston’s website for 12 months and in 1 newsletter. Banners will be in
1 newsletter and get 10,000 ad impressions online. Partners can provide a list
of up to 25 retailers to receive the print magazine.
Advertorials: 2,500 EUR		

Ads+Banners: 2,100 EUR

Silver Partner Print & Digital
1 full page advertorial/ad in 1 magazine issue. Advertorials will be published
on Suston’s website for 12 months and in 1 newsletter. Banners will be in 1
newsletter and get 10,000 ad impressions online. Partners can provide a list of
up to 10 retailers to receive the print magazine.
Advertorials: 1,800 EUR		

Ads+Banners: 1,600 EUR

Gold Partner Digital
Digital advertorial (text + 2-3 images) published on Suston’s website for 12
months and in 2 newsletters. Five percent of the investment is spent on social
media marketing.

ADVERTISING FORMATS

Advertorial 1,300 EUR

Full page

Silver Partner Digital
Digital advertorial (text + 2-3 images) published on Suston’s website for 12
months and in 1 newsletter. Alternatively, the banner option will be in 1
newsletter and on the website until it gets 10,000 ad impressions.

Winter & Summer issue: 200x267 mm + 5 mm bleed.

Advertorial: 1,000 EUR		

Print profiles are sent to you after booking.

DISCOUNT: Partner for 2 packages per year, booked at the same time: 10%.

Spread page

Winter & Summer issue: 400x267 mm + 5 mm bleed.
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Banner: 500 EUR
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NORR AGENCY
We are an independent publishing house and editorial agency based
in Stockholm. The focus of NORR Agency is on outdoor, travel and
sustainability. We work both with print and digital media, and are producing
magazines and content in several languages.
Examples from the portfolio include:

FOR EVERY WOMAN.
EVERY TERRAIN. EVERY ADVENTURE.
Ett magasin från Naturkompaniet / Höst 2019

SCANDINAVIAN

OUTDOOR NEWS
Issue #2 2019 from Scandinavian Outdoor Group – the top Nordic outdoor companies

Gör vardagen till ett äventyr | Höst 2019

SÖKER SVAR PÅ
ARKTIS GÅTOR
Följ klimatforskarna till
Nordpolen på molnjakt

expert
brands

ROTENS REVANSCH

Urnordisk knöl lyfter utemiddagen

Welcome to the
Scandinavian Village

HEM LJUVA HEM

Friluftsproffsen som älskar
Kolmårdens skogar

Trend-spotting
Six exciting outdoor
trends for 2019

WWW.HANWAG.COM

A perfect cup

HANWAG SAISA MID LADY ES

Scandinavians love ‘kokkaffe’

Gör pendlingen till ett äventyr

Sporty, midcut women’s boot made from highend, sustainable materials with waterproof
and breathable Eco-Shell Footwear membrane,
made 100% fluorochemical free. Perfect grip
in town and on trails thanks to MICHELIN
V-ROUGH sole.

19_Saisa Mid_210x280mm.indd 1
365_1904_s1_omslag_regular.indd 1

FINN DIN STIG
02.09.19 13:46

Giving back

The outdoor brands that
return nature’s favors

Plus: Everything you need to know for OutDoor by ISPO 2019

2019-09-05 10:42

NORR Magazin

365

Our own outdoor and
travel magazine for the
German speaking markets.

The customer magazines
of Sweden and Finland’s
largest outdoor retailer
chains: Naturkompaniet
and Partioaitta.

Scandinavian
Outdoor News

A B2B-magazine from
the Scandinavian Outdoor
Group, published two
times per year.

BECOME A SUSTON PARTNER
Contact us for more information:

Jonathan Eidse

Gabriel Arthur

Victoria Reim

jonathan.eidse@norragency.com
+47 912 401 01

gabriel.arthur@norragency.com
+ 46 70 632 54 99

victoria.reim@norragency.com
+ 46 73 640 95 63

NORR Agency • norragency.com

